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A wide variety of meteoritic materials appear to have separated from the 
solar nebula or cooled, following metamorphism, to the temperature of quantita- 
tive xenon (and iodine) retention, within a few million years of each other - 
a phenomenon termed "sharp isochronism" by Hohenberg et al. (1) and Podosek (2). 
The formation interval of the earth - i.e., the period between the period of 
meteoritic sharp isochronism and the beginning of Xe retention by the proto- 
earth - is a key parameter in assessing the relative importance of gravitational 
vs. nongravitational energy sources for early planetary differentiation. The - 
question of lunar and terrestrial formation intervals, and its importance in 
establishing time-scales for gravitational energy input, has recently been 
addressed by Wetherill (3,4). On the basis of data then available, Wetherill 
con luded that the accretion time for the earth (and moon) could have been 8 -10 years, a period sufficiently long to significantly reduce the role of 
gravitational heating of the accreting planet (3,4). 

I-Xe dating. A convenient form of the I-Xe formation interval equation 
(1,2,4) is A = 24.8 { ~ n ( 1 . 9 3 8 4 ( ~ ~ ~ 1 / ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ) ) ]  x lo6 y. (relative to the chondrite 
Bjurb'cile) , where 1271 in ppb and 12'xer in 10-l1 ccSTP/g. Marti (5) has 
estimated that -6% of '"Xe in the terrestrial atmosphere is radiogenic 129~eT7 
based on the following argument: trapped chondritic Xe and terrestrial Xe is;- 
topic compositions define a mass onation relationship between 

se reservoirs for the ratios i!i!~y~%:~r~::;nf bXe . When the atmospheric 
130xe ratio is compared to meteoritic Xe which is essentially free of 

12'xer (e,g., Xe from the ureilite Novo Urei (5 ) ) ,  a clear deviation from the 
fracti nation relation appears, defining an excess of -6% in the terrestrial 
129Xe~P30Xe ratio. Based on measured trapped 129~e/130~e in the 800'~ tempera- 
ture fraction from Novo Urei ( and in the lunar samples 15531 (7) and 70005 (8), 
our current best estimate for '"Xer in the atmosphere is (.067+.007) 129~e7 or 
(~.o~+.I~)~~o'~~ccsTP/~ . The mass of the terrestrial crust - including a -6 km 
layerof oceanic tholedtic basalts - is 2 . 8 6 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ ~  = 4 . 7 8 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ ~ ~  (9), and 
therefore atmospheric '19Xer (21.8+ 3 . 2 ) ~ 1 0 - ~ ~ c c ~ ~ ~ / ~ ( c r u s t ) .  We estimate 
crustal I a: 540ppb + 40% from crustal rock type data (9) and relevant I abun- 
dance measurements (10); -75% of the I appears to be in sediments and sedimentary 
rock comprising -7% of the crustal mass. With these I and 129~er data, and 
assuming that atmospheric !!g~er derived entirely from outgassing of the terres- 
trial crust, and that all "'~e, so derived is in the atmosphere, the formation 
interval A of the earth is = 96 + 12 m.y. (Table I ) ,  close to Wetherill's value 
of -89 m.y. Xe contents of some sedimentary and carbon-rich materials suggest 
that some fraction - possibly large - of the terrestrial Xe (and therefore 129~er) 
inventory may be isolated in shales and coals (11,6). Also lis in Table 1 
are values of A as a function of the fraction of total crustal 15'Xer assumed to 
be currently in the atmosphere. 

Xe-Xe dating. The extinct radionuclides 1 2 9 ~  and 244~u both decay wholly 
or in part to Xe daughters. The Xe-Xe dating equation (4), whi h utilizes both 
dau hter products, may be expressed a * = -31.4Ln[.02126(U/I) (E29Xer/136Xepu)J E x10 y. (relative to Bjurb'cile), where Q29Xer/136Xepu is the ratio contributions 
from p-decay of 17 m.y. 1 2 9 ~  and spontaneous fisslon of 82 m.y. 22bPu. This 
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method does not involve absolute abundances and thus is independent of possible 
adsorption and isolation of atmospheric Xe in the sedimentary column, provided 
that there is little or no Xe isotopic fractionation in the adsorption process. 

We calculate the molar (u/I) ratio in the terrestrial crust to be 1.315.69, 
again from estimates of crustal rock type proportions (9) and appropriate I and 
U data (10,12 The minor m fication of Marti's (5) calculation scribed 
above yields li9Xer (.067)Pq4Xe, but deduction of the amount of lg8XepU in the 
terrestrial atmosphere has been a more formidable problem, since the presence in 
the chondritic meteorites of a heavy-isotope component (CCF or H-Xe) of unknown 
origin prevents accurate comparison of the terrestrial and meteoritic heavy Xe 
isotopes via the mass fractionation relationship between the two reservoirs which 
is evident for the light isotopes. However, there is a related but more indirect 
approach. We have fit Xe isotopic data from intermediate and high temperature 
stepwise heating experiments on six carbonaceous chondrites and one ureilite to 
correlation hyperplanes of the form (~~1136) = C: + C C$ (M~ /136), i, j=124 to 134, 
j#i. Since H-Xe appears in these meteorites in slightly variable mixing ratio 
with other trapped Xe components, we expect the isotopic c m osition of H-Xe-free 
meteoritic Xe to fall on these 7-dimensiona hyperplanes (P2BXe is excluded 
because of monoisotopic contributions from 12'I). The question now is whether 
mass-fractionated terrestrial Xe satisfies this cond'tion, and we find that it 
does not unless a Xe component of almost precisely 2t4Pu fission Xe isotopic 
composition is first subtracted from atmospheric Xe. In other words, the hyper- 
plane correlation approach defines with some rigor the following relationship 
between the meteoritic and atmospheric Xe reservoirs: that H-Xe-free meteoritic 
trapped Xe and fission-free atmospheric Xe derived one from the other by gross 
mass fractionation, d that following this early fractionation H-Xe was added to 

meteorites and 2'ZPu fission Xe to the atmosphere. The required amount of 
"'Pu fissio e no .n the atmosphere is 04651 0030) 136~ey and therefore 
atmospheric P2'Xer/y3kXepu - (.067/ .0465) (f19Xe/"6Xe) = 4.30+. 53. This result 
together with the crustal U/I ratio estimated above yields a T e - ~ e  formation 
interval A =67+20 m.y. for the earth (Table 1) on the assumption that the atmo- 
sphere is dominated by crustal outgassing. The I-Xe formation interval calculated 
earlier would nominally approximate this value if -213 of the total crustal Xe 
(and 129~er) were in the sedimentary column (11,6) rather than in the atmosphere 
(Table 1). 

Well gases. C02 well gases ma sample the upper mantle. Xe 'n these gases 
shows a clear enrichment of both 12%e and the fission isotopes 13t-136Xe (13,14). 
Wetherill (4) deduced an average molar U/I ratio for the upper mantle of =.50 
from data on ultrabasic rocks (15), assuming compositions of dunite:peridotite: 
eclogite = 1:1:1, perid0tite:eclogite = 2:1, and pure peridotite; this value is 
in close agreement with that obtained from a multicomponent mixing model for the 
earth (16). With the well gas data, and the estimate that -50% of the fission 
Xe derived from 244~u (and the rest from 238~), he obtained a Xe-Xe A of ~ 1 0 4  m. y. 
New studies by the Berkeley gro constrain the possible fraction of 
plutogenic Xe in these gases: ~8~!::@%~~ sf is 2.94k.12 relative to radio- 
genic and ssion- ee atmosphere, and > 90% of the total 136~esf is from 238~; 
therefore f'9Xer/1feXep, > 29. We estimate from (12,15) that the average u/I 
for the compositions considered by Wetherill (4) is M.37,close to the mixing 
model value of .42 for the mantle (16). A more probable U/I for a peridotite- 
dominated mantle is 'y .25, and an extreme minimum from the data (15) is '5 .02. 
Upper limit formation intervals for these three possibilities are listed in 
Table 1. The last line of Table 1 demonstrates that a zero formation interval, 
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136 136 
requiring 129~er/136Xepu = 127 or xepU/ XeU 2%, is quite possible within 
the confines of the present U/I and Xe data. It is clear that a mantle A equal 
to the -65 m.y. obtained above for Xe presumably outgassed from the crust will 
probably require a lower u/I for the well gas source regions than is suggested, 
albeit roughly, by present data. 

All present methods for calculating the formation interval of the earth 
suffer to varying extents from inadequate data and bro assumptions. We have 
some confidence in the indirect calculation of 129Xer/Bg6Xepu in the atmosphere, 
and therefore, despite the assumption of an atmosphere dominated by crustal out- 
gassing with no significant mantle contribution, we regard a formation interval 
of 67+20 m.y. as the current best estimate. This is still a long accretional 
time-scale (if that is what we are measuring) in the context of the important 
question raised by Wetherill (3,4). 

TABLE 1. Chemical estimates and I-Xe and Xe-Xe formation 
intervals A for the earth, relative to BjurbEle. 

METHOD I U/I . . Xer 129~e-/136~en A 129 

(ppb) (molar) (~O-~'CCSTP/~) L ru 
(m.y* > 

Xe-Xe (atmosphere) 5405220 1.315.69 

Xe-Xe (well gas) 
"Mantle" U/I 0.37 
Peridotite U/I 0.25 
Peridotite (U/I),~~ 0.02 
AEO 0.37 
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